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THHIS is the third of a series of bulletins on the
-*- cranberry. The two preceding bulletins are
Farmers' Bulletin 1400, Establishing Cranberry
Fields, and Farmers' Bulletin 1401, Managing Cranberry Fields.
Two other bulletins should also be read in conjunction with this: Farmers' Bulletin 860, Cranberry
Insect Problems and Suggestions for Solving Them,
and Farmers' Bulletin 1081, Cranberry Diseases and
Their Control.
In this bulletin approved practices for harvesting,
handling, storing, grading, sorting, and packing
cranberries are given. Special emphasis is laid on
the time of picking different varieties, the time of
picking in relation to the date of fall frosts, and the
relation between the temperature of berries exposed
to the sun and the air temperature throughout the
day.
Considerable information is given regarding the
objects and methods of the cooperative cranberry organizations. For a more detailed discussion of one
of these, the reader is referred to Department Bulletin No. 1109, Sales Methods and Policies of a Growers' National Marketing Agency.
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CRANBERRY HARVESTING AND
HANDLING.1
By HENBY J. FRANKLIN, Superintendent of the Cranberry Substation, Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station; GEOBGE M. DAKROW, Pomologist,
Office of Horticultural Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry; and
O. G. MAXDE, formerly Superintendent, Wisconsin Cranberry Experiment
Station,
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IMPORTANCE OF CAREFUL PICKING, HANDLING, AND
PACKING IN RELATION TO MARKETING.
IN ORDER TO HARVEST and market a cranberry crop in the
best condition it is necessary, first of all, so to construct and
manage the field that sound berries are produced. Such fruit,
though naturally possessing good keeping qualities, may be spoiled
in handling, or it may be so handled that it can be shipped to the
most distant market in the United States in good condition. As
commonly handled, however, perhaps the loss between field and
consumer has been greater with the cranberry than with any other,
fruit. Losses to the grower start in the field, where ordinarily 5 to
15 per cent and sometimes even 30 per cent of the crop is left by "the
pickers. A second loss occurs from natural shrinkage of the berries,
due mostly to respiration. This shrinkage is slight when the berries
are shipped immediately after picking and consumed within a short
time, but when the crop is held in storage for some months it may
reach 12 per cent. A third loss occurs when, as the result of injury
in picking or in handling the boxes of berries, in " screening," and in
packing, fungi infect the berries and they decay. Still other losses
may occur as the result of freezing and smothering.
Recent investigations have revealed the causes of most of the losses,
and the experience of certain growers has shown that many of them
can be avoided. The organization of growers into both educational
and cooperative selling associations has furnished a means of inform1
In Massachusetts and New Jersey the name " bog " is commonly applied to areas
planted to cranberries, though very small areas are referred to as " yards." In Wisconsin
the word " marsh " is used in place of " bog." The words " bog " and " marsh " both
refer to swampy ground. The popular conception of a bog or marsh is a swamp where
mosquitoes breed, a nuisance in any neighborhood. Neither term, then, is fitly applied
to a developed, well-drained cranberry property. To apply a term in keeping with
modern methods of raising cranberries, the term " field " is used in this bulletin, and a
properly drained area planted to cranberries is called a " cranberry field."
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ing them concerning such losses and the practical means of controlling them. The results of experiments and the experience of growers
are presented in the following pages.
HARVESTING.
THE HARVESTING SEASON.

In New Jersey picking usually is started about September 1,
though sometimes a few days earlier. In Massachusetts it begins a
few days later than in New Jersey—not before September 1 or later
than September 10.
In Massachusetts the Early Black variety usually should be picked
the second week in September, the berries continuing to increase
rapidly in size until that time, while previously they are usually too
green to be really satisfactory for market. When not picked until
late September, this variety becomes overripe and deteriorates seriously in keeping quality.
The Howes variety in Massachusetts keeps better the later it is
picked. Harvesting it, therefore, should not start before October 1,
and if possible not until the end of the first week in October. At
present most of the Howes cranberries are usually picked before
October 10.
In Wisconsin picking starts immediately after Labor Day and
generally is completed by October 1. Severe frosts occur so frequently after October 1 that picking is difficult and the danger
of losing the crop is great. The varieties ripen and are gathered in
that State in the following succession: Natives (as the unselected
native cranberries are called),Metallic Bell,Prolific,Searl,McFarlin,
and Bennett.
HARVESTING SEASON AND FROSTS.

The date of the earliest recorded frost in autumn, the average date
of the first frost, and the average date of the end of the harvesting
season for each cranberry section are given in Table 1.
TABLE

1.—Dates of earliest fall frost, average date of first fall frost, and average
date of end of harvesting season in each cranberry section.

Section.

Massachusetts
New Jersey
Wisconsin, sanded fields..
Wisconsin, without sand..
Pacific coast

Average
Date of Average
of
date of date
earliest first
end of
fall harvest
fall frost.
frost.
season.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.

2
22
25
8
1

Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Dec.

14
16
13
22
14

Oct. 20
Oct. 5
Do.
Do.
Oct. 1

i Though most growers in New Jersey finish picking early in October, a few larger growers do not finish
until late in the month.

It will be seen that frosts occur in each section except that on the
Pacific coast before harvesting ends. Therefore growers in eastern
sections must sometimes protect their crops by flooding. Even a
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sMght injury by frost may cause great trouble and expense, for
frosted berries not only must be separated from the sound ones, but
unless this is done immediately after the crop is gathered the sound
berries become sticky and dirty and their value is greatly impaired.
The fruit on areas least easily protected should be gathered first,
other things being equal.
HARVESTING WHEN DRY.

Cranberries should be picked only when they are dry. They
should not be gathered while the vines are wet. When a field is
flooded to protect against frost, no picking can usually be done the
day after the water is removed. Experiments have shown that cranberries picked wet remain so a long time and generally do not keep
well.
METHODS OF HARVESTING.
HAND PICKING.

Cranberries were first gathered by hand. In New Jersey many are
still hand picked.
Picking tools have been developed and harvesting consequently
made easier and more rapid, until now in Massachusetts, on Long
Island, and in Wisconsin hand picking is rarely practiced except in
the case of young vines and on small areas. On the Pacific coast the
McFarlin and Prolific varieties are always hand picked ; other sorts
are " scooped."
The advantages of hand picking are that when carefully done
fewer berries are left in the field and the vines are torn up less than
when " scoops " or " rakes " (tools for mechanical picking) are used.
But with the acreage now under cultivation the available labor
usually is not enough to harvest the crop before frost without using
scoops. On the other hand, unless hand pickers are properly supervised the vines and berries are injured more than with scoops.
Hand picking also costs more. For these reasons less hand picking
is done each year in New Jersey, where the method is still extensively employed. Figure 1 shows a hand picker at work.
Because the roots of young vines are easily torn up in harvesting
by the use of scoops, the first crop or two from a new field is commonly picked by hand or with i£snaps " (fig. 2), which results in
much less injury to the vines than when scoops are used.
HARVESTING WITH SCOOPS OR RAKES.

Figure 3 shows the " scoop," or " rake," commonly used in Wisconsin, and Figure 4 the eastern scoop used in all other sections.
Figure 5 shows a group at work with the Wisconsin scoop, and
Figure 6 a group using the other type.
Different types of scoops have been developed for different conditions. One type with metal teeth is light and easy to use, but too
frail to employ in heavy vines. Another type, very strongly constructed, is excellent for use in heavy vines, but is a little heavy;
while a third type, also strongly constructed, has the ends of the
teeth flattened, making them harder to pull through the vines.

4
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Because conditions are very variable in fields, the quantity harvested by pickers differs greatly. In Wisconsin good workers har-

FIG.

1.—Picking cranberries by hand. The first crop produced by young vines should
be picked by hand or with " snaps" (flg. 2) to avoid tearing up roots.

vest 10 to 25 bushels a day, while in Massachusetts 15 to 100 bushels
are gathered by good scoopers. Hand pickers gather 2 to 12 bushels
a day..
In New Jersey the price for hand picking before the war was 50
cents per bushel, and 20 cents per bushel for scooping. In Massachusetts scoopers are commonly hired by the hour, the standard wage
for men formerly bein«; from 30 to 35 cents, but during the war
ttm ■■■ .

Fu:. 2.—A " snap " used for picking ernnberries on young loosely rooted vines.

rising to 75 cents an hour. In 1921 it was 50 cents. The wage for
women runs from 10 to 15 cents per hour less than for men. Scoop-
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ers paid by the bushel received 20 cents formerly and 30 cents during
the war. Hand pickers formerly received 8 cents per 6-quart meas-

[O. 3.—Cranberry scoops or rakes used in Wisconsin. The person using this type
of im'pleinent stands while opertaing it. Compare with Figure 4.

ure and during the war 12 cents. In Wisconsin hand picking cost
50 cents a bushel before the war and 75 to 85 cents from 1917 to 1920.
The scoopers, or rakers, were paid 50 to 60 cents per hour during
the latter period and 35 cents before the war.

FIG.

4.—An eastern scoop reinforced with strips of galvanized iron for use in deeptangled cranberry vims.
HARVESTING MACHINES.

Many attempts to invent a harvesting machine have been made in
the past 20 years in each of the three main cranberry-growing re-
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gions. In recent years special efforts have been made, and a promising machine has at last been produced (fig. 7). If this proves gen-

FlG. 5.—HarveKting cranberries with the Wisconsin scoop or rake. In using this
type of sonop tin' pi« kciN stand instead of working on the knees, as shown In Figure (i. Beaver Brook, Wis.

erally satisfactory, it is obvious that growers having smooth fields
which can be picked by machine will have a decided advantage over
others.
SCOOPING " ON THE FLOOD " COMPARED WITH DRY SCOOPING.

In Wisconsin, though the greater part of the crop is picked dry,
some growers flood their fields and scoop " on the flood," but this
practice is gradually being given up. "When this method is em-

"
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6.—Cranberry pickers with the type of scoop used in all sections except Wisconsin. Note that those using the scoop kneel rather than stand. East Wareham,
Mass.

FIG.

ployed the crop is harvested very quickly, a larger percentage of
the berries are gathered, the vines are injured less than by other
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methods, and berries can be harvested from young tields with the
least injury to the vines. If drying winds prevail, so that the berries
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7.—A cranberry-picking machine recently developed for conditions in Massachusetts fields.

dry within a few hours after harvesting, they may keep as well as
those scooped dry. If a few days of rainy or cloudy weather occur
after picking, however, the keeping quality of the berries is seriously
impaired, and the entire crop may soon spoil. Also, if fruit worms
have worked in the field, the infested berries will fill with water

Fio. 8.—Cranberries from the field Iteinji emptied from, the Ing' boxes into dryinii:
crates. A screen is placed over the dryins crate to remove the vines and grass
which would delav dryiiig. The drying crates are then stacked, as shown ill
Figure 10.

when flooding is done. Fruit scooped " on the flood " under these
conditions is very hard to dry.
75315°—24
2
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Though pickers may harvest the berries faster on the flood than in
any other way, the expense is not much, if any, less. The fields have
to he arranged so as to flood small sections at a time. Water that
may be needed to protect from frost later is used for this purpose,
and as special crates for containing the fruit while drying must bo
provided, the berries have to be rehandled. In general, harvesting
" on the flood " is seldom, if ever, advisable.
Figure 8 shows the lug boxes into which the berries are put when
scooped and the drying crates into which they soon are emptied if
picked on the flood. Figure 9 shows the construction of the drying
crate and Figure 10 the filled crates stacked to di-v.

9.—A Wisconsin dryUig crate fur cranberries. It is 4 inches deep and 2 feet
square. The sides and Imttom are of lath. A crate 4 feet iong is often used but
is more difficult to handle.

FIG.

OTHER PICKING PRACTICES.

Berries gathered from the borders of ditches usually do not keep as
well as the rest and should be picked, packed, and marketed
separately. It might be a good practice to devote the first day of
picking to the gathering of early varieties of berries from all ditch
borders. Figure 11 shows berries along a ditch being picked
separately.
Often a field is lined out, as shown in Figure 12, and each picker
is expected to harvest completely one strip across the field before
beginning another. When the field is not lined out (fig. 6), the
foreman is required to assume added responsibilty in seeing that the
picking is done well.
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The use of scoops or rakes tends to draw the vines regularly in the
direction in which they are worked. Pickers, therefore, should be
required always to scoop in the same direction year after year, be-

PlG. 10.—Wisconsin drying crates, stacked so that the wind blowing throush them
will quickly dry the cranberries scooped on. the flood. This crate is longer than
that shmvn in Figure !). The canvas in the foreground is used to cover the stacks
during rains and to keep off the dew at night.

cause the vines can be picked over faster and cleaner and will be
damaged less than if no regular plan is followed.
The method of raking used in Wisconsin makes it impracticable
to line out areas. The raking stroke there is 4 feet or more in
width from right to left, the rake clearing the vines already
barvested by the man ahead, resulting in less spilling of berries. The
stroke should be toward the southeast in the central Wisconsin areas,

Pic. 11. -Harvesting cranberries along the ditches before the picking crew roaches
that part of the field. Wareham, Mass.

in order to train vines in the direction of the prevailing winds
from the northwest.
Hand pickers sbould pick so as to pull the vines with the prevailing winds. Raking " on the flood " is started so tbat tbe rakes
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clear over unharvested areas, and spilled berries are then gathered
by the picker taking the next strip.
TRANSFERRING BERRIES TO ROADWAYS.

A foreman, 15 scoopers, and 2 helpers make up a normal harvesting crew for a 15-acre field in Massachusetts. The helpers distribute the empty lug boxes and pile them on the upland by a road
and take the filled ones from the field. Hand barrows or wheelbarrows are commonly used in carrying the full boxes from the
field to the roadsides. Figure 13 shows a wheelbarrow with a bicycle
wheel, which, though it lessens the injury, is too narrow to use
satisfactorily on many cranberry fields. Figure 14 shows special
carts made with motorcycle wheels for use on cranberry fields. Little
injury is done to the vines by carts or wheelbarrows having pneumatic tires.

12.—A cranberi'y flold lined out for picking. Each picker is expected to sather
tJie berries between two lines before starting another section. The wheel of the
barrow is covered with rubber to lessen the damage to the vines. lîiverhead, bong
Island, N. Y.
GATHERING BERRIES LEFT BY PICKERS.

FIG..

From 10 to 30 per cent of the berries are commonly left under the
vines by the workers. Pickers paid by the box usually leave more
than those paid by the day, though much depends on the ability of
the foreman to manage them. Experienced workers leave less than
those unaccustomed to picking.
After the crop is harvested the field is often flooded. Some of the
berries dropped by the pickers float to the surface and are often
gathered from the water. Figure 15 shows a field flooded after
picking where many of the berries left by the pickers have risen to
the surface and have been blown along the shore. When scooped
from the water they are mixed with pieces of vines and leaves, as
shown in Figure 16. They should be dried as soon as possible, either
in crates where the wind can blow through them or spread on a floor.
When dry they are put through separators and disposed of at once,
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being sold to a special trade or to some near-by preserving factory.
Such fruit is not suitable for the general market, for it will not keep
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13.—Tlie whpelbairow for taking tilled cranberry boxes to the roads. The wheel
has liten replaced by one from a bicycle to lessen the injury to the vines.

well. It is hard to clean and dry satisfactorily, and most growers
feel that it does not pay to gather it.
YIELDS, COSTS, AND RETURNS.
The average yield of bearing cranberry fields is about 20 barrels
an acre, including very many poorly kept or managed fields. The
average in Massachusetts is 22 barrels, in New Jersey 17 barrels, in
Wisconsin 18^ barrels, and on the Pacific coast about 20 barrels.
Yields of 100 barrels an acre for a single year are sometimes secured,
and even much larger yields have been reported. Very few fields,
however, average over 65 barrels an acre year after year.
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-l'neumatic-tired cart for taking tilled boxes of cranberries to the road.
Wareham, Mass.

When a new field is to be improved it is never safe to figure on
yields above the" average for well-cared-for areas. Some parts of
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a field will prove unproductive and other parts may yield little
because of insect or other troubles. Furthermore, even the best
growers sometimes lose a part or even all of their crop from frost,
hail, insects, or mistakes in flooding. Therefore, a yield of 35 barrels an acre may be considered an average crop for a properly
located field that is well managed.
Growers should not be satisfied with an average yield of less than
oO barrels and should study their conditions carefully if they fall
below that figure.
Some idea of the cost of harvesting, handling, etc., and of the gross
returns is gained from the following general estimates: A cost of
70 cents per barrel should be charged for picking; for screening,
storing, packing, and selling, $1.70 ; the barrels for packing, 70 cents
each. Thus the harvesting and packing costs, on these estimates, are
$3.10 per barrel. The average selling price for a series of years is

15.—A cranberry field is oiten fiooded after picking, to secure berries that have
been drcpped. Some of tSem rise to the surface and are driven by the wind alonj;
the shore, as shown here. They are then scooped into lug boxes, as shown in Figure 16.

FIG.

about $8.71. This amount, less the harvesting costs of $3.10, gives
$5.61 as the gross return per barrel to the grower, or $196.35 per acre
for a 35-barrel crop, out of which he has to pay interest on the investment, taxes, and the upkeep and maintenance of the field.
HANDLING AND STORING.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURES ON BERRIES IN HANDLING AND
STORAGE.

The berries should be taken from the field to a storage house as
quickly as possible after they are picked, especially if the weather is
hot. As the temperature of the berries on the vines exposed to the
sun is much higher than that of the surrounding air, the sooner they
are cooled after picking the better they will keep. Moreover, the
berries on top of boxes left in the sun after picking often, scald if
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the air temperature reaches 80° F. or above. Table 2 shows the
differences between the temperature of cranberries in crates as soon
as they were picked and the temperature of the surrounding air.
2.—Temperature Of cranberries of the Untres variety irhen pieked at
different times during the day compared with
that of the BUtrounding air in
sunny weather, taken at Wareham, Mass.,1 October 3, 1916.

TABLE

Items of comparison. 7.30 a.m. 8.30 a.m. 9.00 a.m. 9.40 a.m. 11.00 a.m. 11.55 a.m. 2.10 p.m. 3.00 p.m.

Uillerences

'Franklin, H. J.
1917.

°F.

°F.

°F.
Air

'F.

'F.

'F.

'F.

40
49

62
60

64
62

75
63

79
70

81
71

75
70

0

2

2

12

9

10

5

7Í
70

Report of the cranberry substation for 1916. Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 180, p. 190.

The cranberry is still a living organism after it is picked, and
respiration continues, oxygen being taken in and carbon dioxid given
off. The higher the temperature the faster this process goes on and

Flo. Ifi.—LUR hexes of cranhenirs scooped from the water, as shown in Figure 15.
Such luirles are hard to clean, do not keep well, and should be sold at once to a
bakery or preserving factory.

the shorter the life of the berry. It has been determined2 that on
this account every rise in temperature of 18° cuts the life of
cranberries in half: that is, if a bushel of cranberries is picked during the middle of a warm day when the berries have a temperature
of 82° F. and the fruit is stored in a building in which this temperature is maintained it will keep only half as long as a bushel picked
earlier in the day when the temperature of the berries is 04° F.
and the fruit is placed promptly in a cool storehouse which maintains this temperature.
Actually, however, berries picked and held at the higher temperature will rarely keep even half as long as those at the lower temper2
Morse F W., and Jones, C P. Studies of cranberries during storage.
studies. Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 198, p. 81. 1020.

Chemical
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ature, because the fungi causing decay grow faster at the higher
temperature. Thus the direct effect of temperature on the life of
cranberries and its indirect effect through the action of the fungi that
cause decay make it doubly important that the berries be shaded in
the field and cooled as soon as possible in storage.
HAULING BERRIES FROM THE FIELD TO STORAGE.

Berries are taken from the field to storage houses by wagon, truck,
boat, or car. The wagon always should have springs, to avoid bruising the berries in going over rough
ground. Many now
use auto trucks, and a
few growers have
canals and use boats
to carry their berries
to the storage house.
Some have tracks
with small cars for
this purpose, as shown
in Figure 17.
STORAGE CRATES.

The lug boxes employed in the field are
commonly used also
as storage crates.
Figures 8 and 18show
the types most common in Wisconsin,
Figure 1Û, that used
in Massachusetts and
somewhat in other
sections, and Figure
20 one used to some
extent in New Jersey.
Since the half-barrel
box came into favor
FIG. 17.—Track with car to take boxes of cranberries from
as a shipping conthe field to the storage house. Ilwaco, Wash.
tainer it is being used
more and more as a lug and storage box (fig. 21). Its use in
this way is advisable, for it saves room in the storage house, greatly
reduces the labor of box repairing, and the helpers handle considerably more fruit in a day in these containers than they do in
bushel lug boxes.
STORAGE HOUSES.

A storage house should be conveniently arranged for sorting and
packing the berries, as well as for storing them, and so constructed
that it can be readily ventilated and a relatively uniform low temperature maintained.
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A very convenient storage house is one built on a hillside where
the berries can be carted direct to the top floor, run through separators to the lower floor and screened there, the design varying with
local conditions. It should have ample capacity for storing twothirds of the maximum crop that may be expected, besides having
storage space for the barrels used in packing and room for separating and screening. A building of one floor 40 by 80 feet should be
sufficiently large to accommodate a heavy crop from a 12-acre field.
A uniform low temperature in a storage house is desirable, as
cranberries, like other fruits, condense moisture on their surface
when taken from a low to a high temperature. Furthermore, if
warm davs succeed cool nights the difference in temperature may be

Fio 18.—A box used in Wisconsin In which to place cranberries after they are picked.
It is also used as a lus box and storage ciato. Size, 18Í by 113 by la inches, inside
measurement.

sufficient to cause moisture to condense. Cranberries in bulk do not
dry off as readily as apples and other large fruits, because the air
spaces between them are so small as to retard the circulation of air
through them.
Ventilation is needed in storage houses to allow as free a circulation of air as possible, to help dry any berries that may be slightly
moist, and to lower the temperature of the fruit. Unless freezing
weather makes it dangerous, the doors and windows of the building
should be opened on cool nights up to the 1st of November, to cool
the fruit to a temperature as near 50° F. as possible, and after that
date to 40° F., if such temperatures can be maintained. In the early
morning the building should be closed to maintain its cool condition
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as much as possible during the day. The building should be kept
closed in wet weather. Some storage houses have sections of the
sides which can be opened and closed, while others have windows
and doors only for use in ventilating. One grower employs a large
fan to force the cool night air through his storage house. By its
use the temperature of the berries can be kept low (fig. 22).
The most common type of construction where uniform interior
temperatures are desired is that which provides air space in the
walls. This can be made even more effective if the space is filled
with thoroughly tamped seaweed. Cement blocks are often used in
the construction of storage houses. Unless the blocks are well
hardened they may make the interior of the building damp. This
may be largely avoided and the walls be better insulated by using
double blocks held together by strips of galvanized iron, as shown in
Figure 23. A house built of such blocks is shown in Figure 24.
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1!).—A lua box and storage ciate used for cranberries in Massachusetts. This
box holds about a bushel. Its usual dimensieus are about 101 by 141 by Hi inches,
Inside measurement. See also Figure 11.

FIG.

Several community storage houses have been built in recent years,
and more of them may be expected in the future. Owners of small
cranberry fields can not afford to build and equip a house of the
best type, but several growers can combine to do this. Such central
storage houses permit more uniform screening and packing than is
possible where many small crops are screened and packed separately.
Except for special purposes, cranberries are rarely held in artificial cold-storage houses. This practice has not been tried out
thoroughly, but it probably would not pay.
STORAGE PRACTICES.

Cranberries should never be " screened "3 until just before they
are shipped, for even with careful work some berries are injured.
»" Screen " is a term applied to the following operations connected with the preparation of cranberries for shipment : Passing berries through a wire screen to remove pieces
of vines and other trash, putting the berries through a separator, and running them over
belts or tables in sorting.
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and the loss in berries stored after screening will be mncli greater
than in those stored without screening.
The crates should be stacked so that air can circulate freely and
the berries in any part of the house easily inspected and removed.
Some storage houses are equipped with numerous low hand trucks
on which the crates are stacked, wheeled to their position, and stored
until wanted. Except for the expense of the trucks, this practice
is desirable, as the labor of handling is reduced and the space under
the trucks allows freer air circulation.
Many carloads of cranberries are now shipped " in the chaiï "
(that is, without screening), some in the regular drying crates and
others loosely packed in barrels, to some of the large markets such

FIG.

'M.—Type of lug 1K>X and storage crate used for cranberries by some New Jersey
growers.

as Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, and Kansas City. These berries are chiefly for late trade and are screened
to order as they are sold at these distributing centers.
GRADING, SORTING, AND JACKING.
CLASSIFYING BERRIES AS THEY COME FROM THE FIELD.

Berries from certain fields or certain parts of the same field keep
better than the rest. The best keeping berries should be stacked
and kept separate while in storage and also when screened and sold.
The following field conditions usually seem to affect the keeping
quality of the berries :
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Long-keeping berries come from—
Mature fields.
Moderately sanded areas.
Areas kept dry.
Fields not fertilized.
Fields on which the winter flood
is held late in spring.

Poor-keeping berries come from—
Young fields.
Heavily sanded areas.
Areas kept too wet.
Heavily fertilized fields.
Fields from which the winter
flood is let off early.

Sometimes the crop needs no sorting, it being necessary only to
clean out pieces of vinos and the other cha ft' gathered with the berries in harvesting. This is done with a blower. The injuries incident to sorting are
then avoided, and such
berries can be packed
and shipped safely to
distant markets.
The poorer keeping
berries should be sold
promptly in near-by
towns and cities.
GRADING AND
SORTING.

Modern sorting machinery is shown in
Figures 25, 26, and 27.
The modern machines
all do good work, if
properly adjusted.
The boxes of berries
are emptied into the
Via, 21.—Unlt-baiTol crates for ghtpplng cianbenies. hopper at the top of
Note the slits for vontilation. There are similar openthe separator (fig. 25).
ings in the top and bottom.
A wire screen across
the top takes out weeds and vines; a fan or blower cleans out the
leaves and other rubbish; and the berries go down a series of stairs
or bounding boards which separate the decayed and soft berries
from the sound fruit. Sound berries bounce freely, while decaying
ones do not bounce but fall into separate receptacles, shown beneath
the machine. Such a machine can be run by a 1-horsepower engine.
Two machines with moving screening belts require a H-horsepower
engine.
Figure 26 shows a close view of a grading device. All small or
pie berries after coming through the machine j^ass through the wire
grader, while the larger berries pass over it.
Figure 27 shows sorters at the belt " screens." The berries coming from the separators fall onto the moving belts and are carried
past the sorters, who remove any bruised, decaying, or frosted berries not taken out by the separators. Belts from several separators
are often arranged to carry the berries to a main belt conveyor,
which in turn takes them to the packing room.
Figure 28 shows the packing-room end of the belt at the right
in Figure 27, the berries falling from the belt down a 2-way chute
into barrels. With the sorters and moving belts in a separate heated
room (fig. 28), the berries are exposed to a high temperature for
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a minute or two only, both the storage room and the packing room
being cool.
Figures 29 and 30 show a different arrangement of moving belts
with a separate heated sorting room. The berries all come into the
sorting room on one belt, as shown at the right in Figure 29. They
are distributed to the several moving belts at which the sorters sit
and are carried outside into the packing room at the left. The end
of one of these belts is shown in Figure 30.
"With such arrangements as those shown in Figures 27 to 30,
inclusive, the berries are kept in a cool storeroom while being put
through separators. They pass from the separators to moving belts
which carry them through the heated sorting room and out to the
cool packing room, not staying in the former long enough to warm
up appreciably or to condense much moisture, and when so handled
the berries will keep much better than where the separating, sorting, and packing are all done in a heated room.
Stationary tables (fig. 31) are sometimes used for sorting. They
are not generally as efficient as moving belts and are not to be recommended, but they can be used to advantage bv those who have only

22.—Cranberry storage and screen house. Note the fire division wall in the
center and Hie cranlieiry field in tile fores-'iound. This house has a large power
fan, which is used to force fhe cool uisht air through the storage rooms; heavily
insulated doors aid in maintaining a uniformly low temperature. Whitesbog, N. J.

FIG.

a small area in cranberries not located near a community storage
and sorting house with modern equipment. If they are painted
white, the light they reflect will make it easier to sort out poor
berries. The walls of the sorting room should be whitewashed to
aid the sorters in their work by furnishing the maximum of light.
The only grading commonly done except in Wisconsin is the
removal of the very small berries, thirteen thirty-seconds of an inch
or less in diameter. Figure 26 shows a device for this purpose.
The small berries, commonly called " pie berries," do not keep as well
as the rest and are usually sold to bakeries or preserving factories.
In "Wisconsin many growers use a separator to which is attached
a sizer that separates into five sizes. Berries so graded are very attractive by reason of their uniformity. Because the combined separator and sizing machine needs much more constant attention and
adjustment than the machines used in other sections it is gradually
being replaced by them.
PACKAGES AND PACKING.

The packages most used for shipping cranberries are the cranberry
barrel (fig. 28) and the half-barrel crate (fig. 32). The barrel holds
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about 85 quarts and ■«"hen full varies in weicht from 90 to 105
pounds, accordinjr to the variety and texture of the berries. Two

23.—Double comcnt blocks, tlie two parta being cciinectcd by foui' galvanized
staples or rods one-iourth inch in diameter, thus leaving an air space in a wall
made of them. The temperature of the interior of a bnildin!; with such walls is
less variable than one constructed of either solid or hollow cement blocks because
ci better insulation provided by this type of block.

FIG.

half-barrel crates cost somewhat more than one
ries keep much better in them because of the
reduced mass bruising. Another package used
less desirable than the barrel or half barrel, is
ure .'52,

barrel, but the berventilation and the
to some extent, but
that shown in Fig-

24.—Cement-block storage and screen house for cranberries. This lias an entrance on tlie first flocr so that an auto truck can be driven into the storage
room. An elevator carries the boxes of berries to the barrel storage room on the
third floor where they can be emptied into hoppers. The separating and sorting
are done on the second floor. Below the first floor is a basement room for winter
storage. Beaver lirouk, Wis.

FIG.

In packing, the berries fall from the moving belts into the shiping
A good automatic device to keep the berries from
Pbieingcontainers.
bruised by the drop into the barrel is shown in Figure 33.
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When the barrel is empty, as shown in the illustration, the berries
roll down the inside. As it nils, the weight of the berries acts
against a counterweight and gradually brings the barrel into an upright position. The berries should be shaken down and well pressed

25.—A modern cranberry .separator for grading and sorting. T'nsorted berries
are poured into the hopper at the top. The berries first fall through a wire screen,
which removes all pieces of vines. They are then fed through a blower, which
takes out all the leaves and other chaff. They next fall down a series of steps
and the decaying and frosted berries are separated. The good berries pass over a
wire grader and to moving belts for hand sorting and finally pass Into shipping
packages at the farther end of the belts. Because sound berries are much more
resilieiit than soft ones, the steps of this machine are arranged to separate the
berries according to their rebound.

FIG.

when packed, so that they may not be slack on arrival in distant markets.
Besides the common apple-barrel headers, frequently used in
heading cranberry barrels, several special makes have been designed
by growers. Two of these are shown in Figures 30 and 34.
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BRANDS.

Before the packages are closed the size and brand of the berries
should be determined. Most high-grade cranberries are now marketed under a brand and should be dry, sound, reasonably uniform in
color and size, free from frosted and wormy berries, vines, and other
rubbish, and lirmly packed. Inferior berries should never be packed
under a brand. Buyers will pay more for berries sold under a dependable brand than for unbranded fruit.
Growers' selling associations have adopted brands for fruit
shipped by them and have stated the requirements of each brand.
For example, in Massachusetts nearly 90 per cent of the crop consists of the Early Black and Howes varieties. The New England
Cranberry Sales Co. has six brands for the Early Black and five

26.—A grading device for cranberries. Aitei- being sorted by passing through
the machine shown in Figure 2."» the berries run over the wire grader under the
lower brush. The small or " pie " berries fall between the wires. The revolving
brushes keep the wires from clogging.

FIG.

for Howes. The requirements for each of these brands, as given below, are posted in the packing houses of the growers belonging to
the association.
Requirements of the New England Cranberry Sales Co., for brands of the
Early Black and Hones varieties.
EARLY BLACK.

Skipper.—Early Rlat-ks ; averaging 75 iier cent coloml. with not over 10
per cent of white berries; counting: not over 140 to the cup,4 fit for 15 days'
travel, i. e. of a quality to pass inspection after being 15 days in transit to
market.
1
The cup is a standard half-pint measuring cup.
heaping, gently shaken, and the berries counted.

In making a count it is filled without
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Chanticleer.—Well-colored Blacks; count from 130 to 150; fit for 15 days'
travel.
Mayflower and Monarch.—Blacks; at least 00 per cent colored; count less
than 130 ; fit for 15 days' travel.
Minot's Light.—Fully colored Blacks; count less than 130; fit for 7 days'
travel.
Harranl.—Blacks of uniform dark color; count less than 100; fit for 7 days'
t nivel.
Capitol.—Blacks of uniform red color; count
not over 140 ; fit for 15
days' travel.
HOWES.

Turkey.—H owes; at
least 75 per cent colored ;
not over 5 per cent white
berries ; count not over
120 ; fit for 20 days'
travel.
Battleship.—Howes: at
least 80 per cent colored :
count from 120 to 140;
fit for 20 days' travel.
Honker and Mistletoe.—
Howes; at least 80 per
cent colored ; count less
than 120; fit for 20 days'
travel.
H olida y.—H owes
of
uniform deep-red color;
count less than 120; fit
for 15 days' travel.
Santa Clans.—Howes of
uniform deep-red color;
count not over 95 ; fit
for 15 days' travel.

O t h e, r varieties in
Massachusetts and
other sections are
shipped under brands
the requirements of
which are designated
in a similar manner.
Inspectors hired by the
association visit the F i i:. 27.—Hand sortiiiíí cranberries. Sorters sit at moving lielts. whicb carry the Merries from tiie separators
packing houses and
(at the left) to the main moving belt (shown at the
right of.the women), by which thoy are carried to the
determine the brand
far end for packing. Note the abundant light from
under ■which the. fruit
the windows at the right. Wareham, Mass.
in each instance is
to be shipped. If a grower questions the findings of the inspector,
a committee appointed by the association decides the matter.
MARKETING.
TIME OF SHIPPING.

The first shipments in Massachusetts and New Jersey usually are
made within a week after picking begins, in early September, and
90 per cent of the crop is shipped and sold by the first of December.
Few Wisconsin shipments are made until about October 1. After
the middle of November in Wisconsin there is danger of such low
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temperatures that the berries will be injured in the storage houses,
while being hauled to the shipping station, or in transit. The whole
crop, therefore, must be shipped in a period of about six weeks.
Late shipments usually bring the highest prices, but delayed shipping means some loss from decay, natural shrinkage, and increased
cost of screening and packing. Most growers prefer to dispose of
their berries as promptly as possible. The loss from natural shrinkage, due mostly to the giving off of moisture, varies from year to year
and with the climate and conditions of storage, sometimes amounting to 12 per cent in three months of storage. It is greatest in the
l»
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28.—The end of a moving belt in a cranberry packing room. Here a partition
separate« the packing room from the sorting room. Note also the gate used to close
either of the chutes as seen as the barrel is fiiled. Wareham, Mass.

FIG.

first part of the storage season. The loss from decay varies greatly
but is seldom less than 4 per cent a month and is greatest in the
warmer part of the fall. From his experience with the keeping
quality of his fruit each grower must determine when his fruit
should be shipped.
WEATHER CONDITIONS AND MARKETING.

The relation of weather conditions to marketing should be considered by all shippers of cranberries. In general, cool weather
stimulates the demand for this fruit, while warm weather lessens it.
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Warm weather during harvesting hastens the ripening of the cranberry in the field and tends to impair its keeping quality. Moreover, berries shipped during warm periods will not hold up well in
transit and in city markets. With cool weather during harvesting
ripening is delayed, decay is much less rapid than during warm
weather, and the cranberries hold up well in transit and in markets.
In very cool weather there is danger that the berries may freeze
in transit unless the containers are covered with thick paper or otherwise protected.
DISTRIBUTION.

The individual grower as a rule can not readily secure the information necessary to market his fruit to the best advantage. His attention is absorbed in his problems as a grower. Besides,_a good

li'J.—C'vnnbeny sorting room. The berries come from the separator into this
room on the moving belt at the right. They are switched to the belts running
across the room and at which the sorters sit. Note the three spaces en each
sorting belt, the broad center one (A) for the good berries and the narrow ones
(B) at the sides in which the poor berries are placed. Ilammonton. N. J.

FIG.

grower is not necessarily a good salesman. Many excellent crops of
fruit are sold at a disadvantage for this reason.
A properly manned selling organization insures the handling of
the crop by those who are thoroughly trained in selling, ti-ansportation, and all other features of merchandising.
The same information regarding market conditions, shipments en
route, and other mattei-s having to do with price, returns as would
be needed by an individual shipper working independently serves
equalty well for all the growers who are represented in a cooperative
selling organization.
Both grower and consumer are benefited by the widest possible
systematic distribution of the crop. Such a distribution tends to
stabilize the industry, assuring to the grower a steady demand for
his cranberries. A strong organization of growers can effect a wide
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distribution of the crop in a degree not possible with each grower
acting independently and can increase the demand for its product
by well-planned advertising.
In enabling a cooperative sales company to succeed, each grower
must see that every barrel of cranberries prepared for market is up to
the standard for which it is labeled. Each member must pack not
merely to pass inspection, but in the best possible manner. Cranberry growers have found such cooperation necessary and have
formed several cooperative organizations.
COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS.
In Wisconsin the earliest movement toward cooperative selling
seems to have bejrun in 1897. It was started bv some of the leading

Pn;. 30.—Crtmbevry packing I*OOXD. Abovf the tliree barrels the end of cue of the
inovinf; belts shown in Figure -i) can be seen. The center barrel receives the good
belts II, H (fig. 20) drop into the side bárrele
Hammonton, X. .1.

At the right is a barrel ¡leader.

cranberry growers of central Wisconsin, who first banded themselves
into the Cranberry Growers' Union, with headquarters at Grand
Rapids (now Wisconsin Eapids), Wis., but no real success was attained until the formation of the Wisconsin Cranberry Sales Co. in
1905, with an established sales manager, located first at Des Moines,
Iowa, and later at Chicago.
The success of growers in Wisconsin in cooperative selling was
soon realized, and in 1907 the Xew England Cranberry Sales Co.
and the New Jersey Cranberry Sales Co. were formed, joining the
Wisconsin Cranberry Sales Co. in the National Fruit Exchange, with
headquarters in Xew York and a branch office in Chicago.
In 1911 the Growers' Cranberry Co., a Xew Jersey cranberryselling corporation organized in 1895, joined with the National Fruit
Exchange to form the American Cranberry Exchange, which is now
a membership corporation organized under the laws of the State of
Delaware and a cooperative nonprofit-making organization.
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The American Cranberry Exchange is the most important of the
cooperative organizations, having member units in each of the three
leading cranberry-growing regions—in Massachusetts, the New England Cranberry Sales Co.; in New Jersey, the Growers' Cranberry
Co.; and in Wisconsin, the Wisconsin Cranberry Sales Co. It
handles the entire crop of the members of these three organizations
and in 1922 handled about GG per cent of the total crop. It reports
market conditions to the growers, suggests times for shipment, sells
the fruit, makes collections, and maintains vigorous and effective
advertising.
The three sales companies establish the brands of cranberries,
build and operate community storage and screen houses, establish
systems and periods of pooling, and pay the growers for their crops.

Fio. 31.—Cranberry sorting fnliles. Cranbenies are ofteu soitwl on stationary tnblps,
one tvpe of wliicli In shown lieie. Sorters ciin pick out defective berries more easily
on white tallies than on dark ones. Stationary tallies are generally less eflicient
than moving belts. Whitesimg, N. .1.

On the Pacific coast the growers organized the Pacific Cranberry
Exchange in 1917, which operates in a manner similar to that of the
American Cranberry Exchange.
In Massachusetts there is a second cooperative organization, the
Cape Cod Cranberry Distributors. This differs from the American
Cranberry Exchange chiefly in that only cranberries from Massachusetts are handled and that its returns to a grower are based on the
sale of his crop instead of the fruit being pooled.
In each eastern section a portion of the crop, about 25 per cent,
is handled through agents, shipped to commission men, or disposed
of in other ways.
The following discussion of the American Cranberry Exchange is
included to give growers information about the working methods of
an efficient cooperative cranberry-marketing organization.
CROP ESTIMATES.

Full information regarding the quantity and quality of the crop
is essential to the proper marketing of cranberries. Such information
must be available by the 1st of September as a basis for fixing a
fair opening price. Careful estimates of the effects of frost during
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the harvesting season are also necessary. The American Cranberry
Exchange, through the sales companies, is well situated to secure this
information, because a large percentage of the growers are members.
Reports of crop prospects are made by all members at the beginning
of the harvest season and from time to time later, so that, in addition
to Government crop reports and other information available to
everyone, this organization has its own estimates.
MARKET REPORTS.

Members of the sales companies are kept in constant touch with
market conditions and future prospects, which not only informs the
growers but promotes confidence and the spirit of cooperation.
INSPECTION AND BRANDS.

The sales companies have established grades for each variety they
ship, having in all 82 different brands, thus enabling the buyers.

.'1-, A crate of Champion cranberries. This typeci crate is used in New Jersey
somewhat as a pickinji or In^ box and by a few growers as a shippini: package.
It holds Ü8 quarts.

FIG.

without seeing the fruit, to order the variety, size, color, and quality
of cranberries they want. In addition to relying on the cooperation
of its members, the New England Cranberry Sales Co. has a system
of inspection, to insure that the character and uniformity of pack
accord with the standards of its brands.
COMMUNITY, STORAGE, AND SCREEN HOUSES.

Several community storage and screen houses have been built by
the New England Cranberry Sales Co. Berries brought to these
houses are handled uniformly and in the best possible way, the cost
of sorting and packing thus being lowered somewhat and the number
of undesirable and unprofitable shipments reduced.
TIMING SHIPMENTS.

To effect proper distribution, all markets in the United States and
Canada should be supplied with cranberries from early September
until after New Years Day, and no market ever should be oversupplied. To accomplish this, an organization loyally supported by its
members, with full information regarding market conditions, is necessary. As far as conditions allow them to do so, the members must follow the instruction of the sales manager in timing their shipments.
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In September large shipments of the best fruit are made to the
jobbers and retailers for stocking up. Much smaller shipments go
forward in October, as it is sufficient then merely to maintain the
stock in trade. Heavy shipments are needed in Xovcmber and December to meet tbe holiday demand, and after New Year's Day only a very
small percentage of the crop remains in the hands of the growers.
A FAIR OPENING PRICE.

A fair opening price must be established when the first shipments
are made, or soon after. A fair price is one that will give the largest

3".—Automatic device to lessen the injury to cranberries caused liy tlieir drop
into the barrel. As the barrel fills, the weight of the berries. Increasing gradually
and working against the concrete counterweight (seen at tbe left near tbe floor)
brings it to an erect position. Plymouth, Mass.

FIG.

return to the grower compatible with ready distribution and free
consumption. The opening price should be so fixed that the demand
for cranberries will steadily advance this price throughout the selling
season, to such an extent as to compensate the grower for his risk in
holding his fruit, interest on investment, storage shrinkage, and the
increase in the cost of sorting. It is estimated that the average storage shrinkage under present conditions up to February is from 30 to
40 per cent. A fair price for berries held into the winter, therefore,
must be much higher than for those sold in early fall.
If an association establishes a fair opening price for several years
and binders come to have confidence in that price, it will be easier
to sell the crop, a much better distribution will be effected, and
growers will receive a better price for their products than if no
such association existed.
AVERAGING SYSTEM OF PAYMENTS.

The cranberry sales companies sell their berries in pools and pay
for all the fruit in each pool, rejections excepted, at the same rate.
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Some such system of payment seems necessary, for the sales manage!'
must he free to ship berries to any place in order to keep all markets
supplied with the grade of fruit they require.
When a shipment is rejected or brings a low price because of poor
quality, a committee of the sales company determines whether the
fault was with the grower or whether the inferior condition of the
berries resulted from the treatment received after leaving his hands.

FIG.

¡i-t.—Cianbeiiy Imrrel lieadei- used to some extent in Wisconsin.

If the grower is found solely at fault lie is paid according to what the
fruit sold for. All berries not branded are classed as separate shipments and are paid for according to the actual returns from their sale.
This system has been in successful operation for several years and
is generally considered satisfactory.
ADVANCING MONEY.

A member of a sales company, before his cranberries are sold, must
pay for his containers and for picking, carting, sorting, and packing
his fruit. He is therefore often in need of money to meet these
expenses. The cooperative growers' associations arrange, when necessary, for advances on the crops.
MAKING COLLECTIONS.

The exchange can keep informed regarding the reliability of those
with whom it deals and can make collections much more easily than
individual growers, thus preventing many losses.
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